LEARNING JOURNEY

We have been learning about debating in our Learning Journey. For the past few weeks, we have learnt the rules, practised our techniques and will be ready to amaze you with our powers of persuasion at our exit point debate. In addition to this we have been researching free trade, what it means, who is practising it in Cambodia, and how we can support them.

MATHS

We have finished our time unit just in time for the continuation of area and perimeter. In maths this week we are revising perimeter, what it is and how to calculate it. We are also learning about different units of measurement for area. We look at hectares and the things that we would use hectares to measure.

LITERACY

In literacy we are continuing with our persuasive writing. We have drafted a persuasive letter about reducing the amount of plastic bags in Cambodia. Learners in Year 5 have also started Big Spelling and after endless challenges we all have our individualised spelling lists to work on.

PERSONAL GOALS

Throughout January our fourth iCAN personal goal is ENQUIRY. We will all be encouraging members of iCAN to be more enquiring by:

- Researching new ideas
- Finding answers to questions they have
- Finding out new things and sharing them with their classmates
- Asking questions if there is something they don’t understand
- Finding out more about their learning at home
- Exploring our classrooms

REMINDERS

Come and support our iCAN Swim Team at the Olympic pool on Saturday morning 8-11am.

Our second Family Learning Day is next Tuesday 3rd February. Sign up at your child’s classroom.

Sports Day is on the 6th February.

STARS

I had excellent ideas in persuasive writing!

I did amazing work in maths!

I have quickly settled in to iCAN and Year 5

I wrote a fantabulous persuasive letter!